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Engineering a new way of researching Engineering History 

A century ago, a new era … the Institution of Engineers Australia was formed; new publications were commenced;  

the 14 founding societies ceased to exist; their publications ceased, and their members transferred to the new organisation. 

• Today … only a few complete sets of the Founding Societies’ publications and other engineering journals of the period remain in  

existence, making it difficult for researchers to find and authoritatively research Australian colonial-era engineering history and heritage.  

• To the rescue … a project to identify, locate, scope, digitise, index these publications to article level, and to add the  
meta data and links to these digitised publications into Trove and the Encyclopedia of Australian Science (EOAS).  

• Furthermore … membership lists, and applications for membership to these Societies, contain a wealth of primary biographical  
information about engineers’ education, careers, their works, and their networks. Locating, indexing, and digitising these records would  

enable their lives and times to be better researched and their biographies to be added to the Encyclopedia of Australian Science (EOAS).  

Further Collaboration 
Assistance with researching and locating engineering journals 
and serials; with scoping; with funding; or with any other help 
in the digitisation of publications is welcomed. 

An electronic version of this poster paper includes a chart showing the 
current status of digitisation of known Australian engineering society 
journals; known engineering journals and periodicals; known journals of 
related learned societies, and includes hyperlinks to digitised journals. 

 

See also:  
“Researching Engineers and Engineering Online - a guide to digitised resources”,  
  Ken McInnes, 5th South Australian Engineering Heritage Conference, May 2016. (Conference Paper) 

“Completing the digitisation of all Engineering Journals published in Australia before 1920”,  
  Ken McInnes, 19th Australasian Engineering Heritage Conference, October 2017. (Poster paper) 

“Creating an Encyclopedia of Engineers in Australia before 1920”,  
  Ken McInnes, 19th Australasian Engineering Heritage Conference, October 2017. (Poster paper) 

Hosting   
Agreement to host and  

manage digital repository  

Cataloguing  
Article Level 

Meta-Datasets 
Article meta data with 

links to digital 
resources 

Historic Objects 
Associated with Scientists, Engineers.  

Possessions, awards, papers, images, memorials, realia.  
Often in Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums. 
These objects might not be in public collections. 

Historic Places / Sites 
Associated with Scientists, Engineers.  

Recognised listed places, works, or sites,  
of Local, State, National, or International significance.  
These might not be heritage protected places / sites. 

Historic Works 
Associated with Scientists, Engineers. 

Recognised major scientific, engineering works, 
achievements, inventions, discoveries, research, 

patents, trademarks, reports, drawings or textbooks. 
The works might not have survived. 

Possible Future Collaborations 

GLAM Collaborators 
Engineering Heritage Collaborators 

Heritage Places Collaborators 

Other related Australasian  
Society Membership Lists, 

Records, Publications 
Royal Societies, AAAS / ANZAAS,  

AusIME / AusIMM, Surveyors, etc. 

Identify, locate, catalogue, scope, 
sponsor, digitise, data extraction. 

 
“Australian Engineers” Portal 

Gateway to   

Digitised Membership Lists,  
Digitised Archived Membership Records. 

 

 Australian Colonial Engineering 
Journals, Proceedings, Transactions   

(prior to 1920) 

Other Secondary Records 
Obituaries, newspapers,  

journal articles, memorials. 
Some Catalogued in libraries. 

Archived Membership Records 
Membership applications provide a wealth  
of verified primary biographical information,  
detailing an applicants education, career,  
sponsors, supporters and colleagues. 

Locate, identify, create finding aids,  
catalogue to folio / item level.  
Scope, digitise, host, link to records. 
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Engineering 

Heritage 

Australia 
Libraries 

Community 

Other Primary Records 
About the history of Australian 

Scientists, Engineers: manuscripts, 
biographies, archives, registrations.  

In libraries, archives. Might not be catalogued 
/ referenced  to item / person level. 

Libraries 
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  Family History 

Societies 

ancestry 
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Archives 

•Online Biographies of Australian Scientists, Engineers, etc. 
+ links to ‘published sources’ and ‘resources’,  
+ links to other ‘entities’ (people, organisations, artefacts, patents, places, etc.),  
+ links to ‘images’, 
+ links to ‘archives’. 

•Online Bibliography of History of Australian Science and Technology 

   + links to Books, Journal articles, Conference papers, Newspapers, thesis, etc. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EOAS uses Online Heritage Resource Manager (OHRM), a relational database management 
system and web-site creation tool, created by eScholarship Research Centre (ESRC),  
University of Melbourne. 

Bibliography  
of the History of  
Australian Science National Library Australia 

trove.nla.gov.au 

eoas.info 

Community 

EHA 

EHA 

EHA 

Processes, Collaboration, Partnerships, Community Participation and Development 

Current Progress 
• Australian Engineering Learned Societies  

79% of the ~1500 articles and volumes have been digitised  
and the article meta data added to Trove,  
8% are in progress, and 13% are yet to be scoped.  
Most of the membership lists have been extracted. 

• Engineering Journals & Periodicals  

Only one of the five major general engineering periodical journals 
published in Australia before 1920 has been digitised.  
This journal is fully searchable through Trove, but the individual 
articles have not been catalogued.  
Collaboration with libraries that hold these serials is continuing. 

• Other Australian Learned Societies  

50% of Australian  Surveyor and Architect society publications  
have been digitised and indexed.  
95% of the Australian Mining Engineering Institute publications  
have been digitised, but are not yet discoverable. 
100% of the State Royal Society and AAAS/ANZAAS transactions have 
been digitised through biodiversitylibrary.org, are searchable, but are 
not discoverable through Australian portals such as Trove. 

• More information? 
Talk with the author, email the author, view the electronic version of this 

poster and the supplement, with linked details to digitised journals.   

             Extracted data 

Digitisation  
Identify, locate, catalogue, 

scope, sponsor, digitise.       

Digitised Membership Lists 
Membership Lists provide basic details about  
who “qualified” at what “level”, and “when”. 

Data extracted for further use in Family 
History library indexes and in other  

online resources. 

Membership List data sharing 

Scheduled to be launched in 2019 
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Lessons Learnt 
• Good Collaboration, good team building skills and good project 

management skills are essential for success, plus drive and 
determination. 

• Each publication, each repository, each host is different  
– a flexible approach to each digitisation task is needed. 
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